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navigate the NERC hearing and
appeals process.2 

Registered entities shouldn’t
wait until the eve of a hearing or
appeal. It’s imperative that regis-
tered entities understand the
NERC hearing and appeals
process in advance, and take steps
now to enhance the chances of
success in that process and avoid
or minimize any penalties. Being
prepared includes both acquiring

an understanding of the nuts and bolts of the hearing and
appeals process, as well as keeping in mind practical tips to help
avoid a finding of a violation and mitigate any penalties should
a violation be found.

Notice of Violation

The first step on the path towards the hearing and appeals
process is the violation notice. A violation notice will be issued
once a potential violation of the reliability standards is discov-
ered. NERC and the regional entities might uncover potential
violations through a variety of means, including self-certifica-
tions, self-reports, compliance audits, spot checks, compliance
violation investigations, periodic data submittals, exception
reporting, and complaints.3 The means of discovery, however,
doesn’t affect the notice process.

It’s important to distinguish between the types of notices
that may be issued. An initial notice of alleged violation
(INOAV) alerts the recipient that it is under investigation, but
doesn’t require the entity to take any action to preserve its rights.
In contrast, a notice of alleged violation and proposed penalty
or sanction (NAVAPS) starts the clock running for purposes of
preserving the entity’s right to a hearing or appeal. A recipient
either must contest or respond within 30 days of receipt of the
NAVAPS or it is deemed to have accepted the violation and the
proposed penalty. 4

Because there are no reported decisions on the issue, it
remains unknown at this time whether the 30-day deadline for
responding to the NAVAPS is immutable, or if it’s waivable or
subject to extension and, if so, under what circumstances. The
prudent course is to treat the 30-day deadline as firm.

Substantively, an entity can respond to a violation in several
different ways:5

NERC has been around for four decades now, but only
recently has been granted authority and enforcement powers
comparable to those of the other federal energy regulators. And
like the other agencies, NERC isn’t afraid to flex its regulatory
muscles.

NERC’s enforcement powers are substantial. As the FERC-
designated electric reliability organization (ERO) for the U.S.
bulk power system, NERC has authority over all bulk power
system users, owners and operators, and is responsible for
enforcing its mandatory reliability standards. NERC’s enforce-
ment powers include punishing violators with fines ranging
from $1,000 to $1 million per day per violation, depending on
the violation and the level of risk posed to the reliability of the
electric grid. Violators also may be subject to non-monetary
penalties, including being put on a watch list; being required to
perform specific remedial actions; facing limits on activities,
functions, or operations; and partaking in additional compli-
ance and monitoring programs.

All of these are reasons to take measures now to assure com-
pliance and preparedness—both to enhance the reliability of
the power grid and also to protect the bottom line.

What’s the Big Deal?

To date, NERC has assessed penalties for violations that gener-
ally have ranged from $0 to $250,000, with additional remedi-
ation and compliance costs. In the one civil penalty case in
which FERC assessed a penalty for violations of the NERC reli-
ability standards, the registered entity agreed to settle the case
with a $25 million penalty. While seemingly an outlier, that
case indicates the potential severity of the threat of monetary
penalties.

All but one of these penalties resulted from settlements
between the registered entity subject to the penalty and NERC’s
regional entities, which have front-line responsibility for enforc-
ing the reliability standards.1 Nonetheless, with monetary penal-
ties escalating in severity, it’s only a matter of time before cases
are litigated and the hearing and appeals process kicks in at full
speed. But  tools exist that will help compliance professionals
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� An entity can agree with the alleged violation and accept
the penalty; if the entity does so, it must submit a mitiga-
tion plan demonstrating how it will correct the violation;6

� An entity can choose to accept the violation but dispute
the penalty; in this situation, it also must file a mitigation
plan;
� An entity can submit a mitigation plan without waiving
its right to contest the alleged violation or the proposed
penalty or both; or
� An entity can contest both the violation and the pro-
posed penalty.
If the recipient entity chooses to contest either the alleged

violation or the proposed penalty, the entity must submit a
response to the regional entity explaining its position and sup-
plying supporting information and documents.7 The regional
entity then must schedule a meeting with the alleged violator,
to discuss possible resolution, within 10 business days of receipt
of the response.8

If the issue isn’t resolved within 40 days following the alleged
violator’s response,9 then the registered entity may request a
hearing. If no hearing is requested, the alleged violation will be
deemed confirmed and the penalty final, and the violation and
penalty will be filed with FERC.

Once the violation is filed with FERC, the agency can elect
to hear an appeal or conduct a review of the alleged violation
upon its own motion.10 If FERC doesn’t review the notice and
no appeal is filed, the penalty becomes final after 30 days.11

The Hearing

An alleged violator may request a hearing within 40 days after
its response to the notice of alleged violation, within 40 days of
the rejection of a revised mitigation plan by the regional entity’s
compliance staff, or within two days of receiving a remedial
action directive.12 If a hearing is requested, the regional entity
will conduct an evidentiary review to address issues such as
whether there has been a violation, the appropriate penalty, and
the terms of a mitigation plan.13

At the hearing, the regional entity’s compliance staff must
establish, by a preponderance of the evidence, that the non-
compliance occurred and validate the reasonableness of the pro-
posed penalty.14 In addition, if challenged, the staff must prove
the insufficiency of any proposed mitigation plans and defend
mandatory compliance with any remedial action directives.15 In
this regard, the hearing process shifts the burden of persuasion
from the registered entity to the regional entity.

In general, the hearing procedures aren’t uncommon for
administrative agency evidentiary hearings, but there are some
important differences. As is typical, the procedures include rules
on discovery, presentation of evidence, examination of wit-
nesses, and admission of evidence, as well as pre-hearing and

post-hearing procedures.16 The more stringent traditional legal
rules of evidence, however, don’t apply, and the hearing officer
may waive, suspend or modify the hearing procedures “for good
cause shown.”17 Any discretion under the procedures must be
exercised to accomplish such goals as maintaining the integrity
of the fact-finding process and ensuring fairness, independence,
balanced decision-making, impartiality and expedition.18 

Following the hearing, the hearing officer will issue an ini-
tial opinion on evidence presented and admitted into the
record.19 The initial opinion will include the findings of fact,
conclusions of law and reasons for them, as well as all recom-
mended orders to dispose of the matter.20 An appeal or excep-
tion to the initial opinion may be filed within 21 days after the
initial opinion is issued.21 The regional entity’s hearing body
then will issue a final decision.22 The regional entity’s ruling
may be appealed to NERC within 21 days of the final deci-
sion.23 The appeal must include the final decision, a concise
statement of errors, a clear statement of the relief being sought,
and supporting arguments.24

The Appeal 

The registered entity may appeal the regional entity’s ruling
directly to NERC. In general, this appeal process is envisioned
to take 90 days from the time the appeal is filed to the issuance
of a written decision. NERC’s decision is final, subject to fur-
ther appeal to FERC. NERC also may decide to remand the
case to the regional entity if it wants the regional entity to exam-
ine other aspects of the case.25 Once it issues its decision, NERC
will file with FERC a record of the proceedings, along with any
mitigation plans, settlements, and a notice of penalty for the
violations.26 The penalty cannot take effect earlier than 31 days
after NERC files the notice of penalty with FERC.27 

An entity subject to a
notice of penalty may submit
an application for review
within 30 days of the date of
the notice, before FERC’s
decision.28 However, the fil-
ing of an application for
review does not stay the
penalty unless FERC orders
otherwise.29 If the penalty isn’t

appealed, and FERC doesn’t initiate independent review, then
the notice of penalty is deemed affirmed 30 days after the filing
date.30 FERC also has the authority to toll the period for action
to determine whether to initiate review on its own motion. Once
an appeal is initiated, FERC anticipates acting within 60 days,
unless it determines another length of time is appropriate.31

FERC may decide to affirm, set aside, reinstate, or modify the
penalty, or remand to NERC for further proceedings.32
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few opportunities to present additional evidence during the
later appeal.35 

The evidence will vary, but generally the record should pro-
vide enough detail to provide the registered entity’s side of the
story regarding the violation and all remedial action taken. In
particular, it’s important to include: evidence on any factors
that mitigate the seriousness of the violation, the risk to the
bulk power system resulting from the alleged violation, whether
the alleged violator discovered the alleged violation through
voluntary self-review, whether corrective actions were promptly
taken, the extent and cost of such actions, and similar factors.

All of these factors are relevant in the determination of the
appropriate penalty, which by law must “bear a reasonable rela-

tion to the seriousness of the
violation” and must take into
consideration efforts under-
taken to “remedy the viola-
tion in a timely manner.”36

Importantly, in order to mit-
igate the potential penalty,
many of these actions
should, and in some cases
only can, be taken before the
violation occurs or is discov-

ered. Thus, for example, to get credit for self-reporting a poten-
tial violation or taking timely remediation efforts, the registered
entity should have in place an effective compliance program
that includes periodic self-assessments that would allow for
timely detection and correction of potential violations. Accord-
ingly, not only should a registered entity plan to present evi-
dence on these matters should it find itself in a NERC hearing,
but it must build such evidence in advance.

� Develop a Culture of Compliance: FERC has advised
that of all the factors considered, “the most important in deter-
mining the amount of the penalty are the seriousness of the
offense and the strength of the entity’s commitment to compli-
ance.”37 As recently as Nov. 13, 2009, FERC indicated that vio-
lations of the reliability standards that have minimal impact on
reliability may merit a zero-dollar penalty—provided the regis-
tered entity has a demonstrated commitment to compliance.38

A registered entity will have a much easier time showing a cul-
ture of compliance—and thus a much greater chance of avoid-
ing violations and mitigating penalties—if it implements and
documents its compliance measures.

Every registered entity should begin by creating a compli-
ance plan as soon as possible. In fact, in almost all circumstances,
the compliance staff will ask to see a copy of the plan. The plan
should be designed to include provisions demonstrating active
engagement by senior management, as well as preventative
measures including training, discipline and

At least, that’s the theory. No hearings or appeals have com-
menced yet. Still, it’s likely that they will, and it’s possible to
identify some practical considerations that a registered entity
should take into account both before and throughout the
NERC hearing and appeals process in order to enhance the
chances of success.

Practice Tips

A series of practices and actions can help utility companies man-
age their compliance obligations and avoid or minimize NERC-
enforcement penalties.

� Mind the Timelines: Each step of the hearing and appeals
process is guided by specific timelines. For example, if the regis-
tered entity chooses to contest an alleged violation or proposed
penalty, there are specified windows of time within which to
request a hearing or file an appeal before the matter becomes
uncontestable. Because there are no litigated cases yet, it is
unclear how firm those deadlines are. But registered entities are
cautioned to avoid being the test case to see how strictly these
deadlines will be enforced, whether by the regional entities,
NERC or FERC. Therefore, the registered entity should take
careful note of the applicable deadlines.

� Follow Instructions: If an entity comes under investiga-
tion, it is important to follow all instructions and expeditiously
and accurately respond to requests. For example, the regional
entity compliance audit teams are required to issue specific
instructions to the audited entity and they expect concise—but
complete—responses in return. This may seem obvious, but in
light of the potential implications—including heightened
scrutiny and negative inferences that the audited entity is unco-
operative—it is an important practice guideline to mind.

� Be Cooperative: One of NERC’s penalty adjustment fac-
tors is the degree and quality of cooperation with violation inves-
tigations and in implementing remedial plans.33 FERC also has
recommended a proactive approach to reporting violations and
cooperating in violation proceedings. In fact, FERC has stated
that in some circumstances a company’s proactive and coopera-
tive approach to correcting violations and improving compli-
ance could lead to a resolution that does not involve civil penal-
ties.34 As noted, such an approach extends to interactions with
the regulators (i.e., such as in responding to data requests, in
negotiations, and in other contexts). Accordingly, to the extent
feasible, exemplary cooperation is recommended.

� Develop a Thorough Record: The record developed in
the regional entity proceedings is the same record NERC and
FERC will review should a matter be appealed. The record
should be organized and effective, and every fact that might be
important to the case should be developed and submitted at
hearing. NERC and FERC have indicated that the hearing
process is the forum for developing facts, and there might be
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regular audits. Also the plan should include documented pro-
cedures to detect and report violations, and a list of remedia-
tion efforts in the event a violation does occur.

FERC and NERC also expect each regulated entity to invest
appropriate time and resources to creating and monitoring
effective internal compliance programs.39 A few measures taken
now can go a long way in avoiding violations and hefty penal-
ties. An ounce of prevention truly is worth the investment.

To date no registered entities have invoked the NERC and
regional entity hearing and appeals procedures. But with
increasingly severe monetary penalties, it’s only a matter of time
before alleged violations and proposed penalties are challenged
using the available procedures. Registered entities can take cer-
tain measures immediately to enhance their chances in these
challenges. Taking those measures sooner rather than later will
help avoid violations and mitigate penalties should violations
occur—and might improve the reliability of the grid. 
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